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SO2 Notices respecting New Books. 

it appears  white and resplendent.  On  the non-crystall ized or  
imperfectly crystallized surface of  the iodine, which being in 
a measure powdery  and offering 11o determinate angle o f  re- 
flection to the e y e , ' t h e  mercurial  vapour  adheres,  but  in no 
flat surface or  continuous determinate angle capable o f  re- 
fleeting a mass of  l ight;  it may  be said it is here unpolished. 

Again ,  may  not the angle under  which it is necessary to 
view a Daguer reo type  picture be that  o f  the facet o f  the iodic 
crystal,  and this be a further confirmation of  my theory ? T h e  
mercurial  vapour  covers the whole o f  the iodine, and thus 
protects it from the further  action of  fight. 

Such are the crude views I have formed on this subject, and 
I trust they may lead to a further  elucidation. 

I am, Gentlemen,  yours,  &c. 
London, March 19, 1841. MARTYN J.  ROBERTS. 

L I I .  Notices respecting New Books. 
A System of Crystallography. By JoHz~ JosEPh GaiFFx~r. Glasg. 1841, 

W E have been favoured with a copy of a work bearing the above 
title,but which might better have been called " A  description of 

120 porcelain models of crystals, according to a method newly in- 
vented by the author"; for, with regard to Crystallography, we might, 
on first turning over the uncut leaves, and meeting with zenith and 
nadir of crystals, and north-east, north-west, and other meridians, 
have supposed that the object of the book was to create a laugh 
at the expense of the cultivators of that science ; but recollecting the 
cost of publishing a rather bulky octavo volume, we felt compelled 
to suppose the author serious, and we accordingly began at the 
preface to separate some of the leaves. 

The first line of the treatise defines crystallography to be " the art 
of describing crystals." But this, according to our notions on the 
subject, is only one, and not the most important of its objects. We 
have been accustomed to regard crystallography as a science of a 
much higher order, by which the mineralogist is enabled, from a 
fragment of a crystal, to discover its relation to some simple type 
by which he may connect it with the species of mineral to which it 
belongs. 

This view of the subject, however, does not appear from the above 
definition to have entered into Mr. Griffin's contemplation, and his 
system therefore, even if it possessed the merit he ascribes to it, would 
render no additional service to mineralogy. 

We cannot afford either time or space for even a brief analysis of 
the author's method, nor do we conceive that we should much be- 
nefit our readers by giving it;  we shall therefore limit ourselves 
to a few extracts and remarks. 

The preface begins thus : "There  are many systems of crystal- 
lography in print, but none in general use," a fate from which we 
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Mr.  Griff in 's  S ustem o f  Crustallograph2]. 309 

may confidently predict the work before us will not be exempt. 
" The different systems," it proceeds, "hitherto published have 
failed to satisfy the wants of the public." We do not know to what 
public Mr. Griffin refers. Surely not to those by whom the tens of 
thousands of copies of ' Nicholas Nickelby' and ' Jack Sheppard' 
are eagerly purchased, or the novels of fashionable life as eagerly 
perused ; and if not to these, what reading public is to be found, 
and more especially where the cultivators of science, whose wants 
the existing works on Crystallography have failed to satisfy ? 

The different systems to which our author alludes are, he con- 
tinues, "either too difficult to learn, or, when learnt, too troublesome 
for service. Hence," he says, " crystallography is little studied by 
chemists or mineralogists ; and file consequence is, that for want of 
a language in which observations can be recorded, the study of crystal- 
lization is also shunned." Our mineralogical readers must know that 
this statement is unfounded ; and we can only account for its having 
dropped from the pen of Mr. Griffin, by supposing the preface to 
have been written after the work was finished, and the author to 
have entirely forgotten not only a work to which he has so frequently 
referred, but even the name of William Phillips. 

The preface proceeds to state that " the present publication is an 
attempt to show the way, not merely how to describe a crystal, but 
how to do it easily." 

The following are examples of the simple and easy method of de- 
scription employed by the author : 
54. Tva~rEa~T~. Pictite, Cleavage=m, T. 
5.5. t, m 2~ t, ~AT, m~t. ~P1M Z~n, ~ - - ~  Zn~, ~ - ~  Zs, 

r--~X9~ T Zn~e Zn~w, 5 (~ p--m~t) Zne Q Znw ~, 

2r,  r~ff~T Zsee Zsew, ~p + m5~t Zse ~ Zsw ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P84% 

5 .5 .  T, ~o~T, M]9-0T, m~t. ~P¼M Zen, ~p - -m Zs, 

3p - -m, t  Zne Znw, p - -m , t  Zse Zsw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ly82% 
Part II. p. 91. 

A N O R T n I T E .  

5.3.  T, ~M~T1 4 nw, ~M~Tne.1 5 ~p~mrt~Znw% ~P~MyT, Z~ne, 

1~ m t Znee i_ ~ t 7'-e2 1,, ~ ,  ~,o2o2 In ~ 4- Us!re, ~ l J x  y z j Tl~xU~ty zL~,t.t ; ,~lax. t .UyVz ,La,~ ,,.. ~ - M x ~ y O z  

¼pxmyt, Zs~:w e, .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  R33o, sl. 

5 .3 .  T, 1 4 yM~T nw, ½M~T ne. ~p,myt~ Znw °-, -}P~MyT, Z~ne, 

3 (}p~myt, Zne), 4 (¼p~myt, Zse), 2 (}pxmyt, Zsw) . . . . .  R3 s~s~. 

5 .5 .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ,, T, ~M~T nw, yM~T ne. lpxm~% Znw% }P~M~T ~ Z~ne, 
1 m t n ~ 1 z;P~ y ~Z e,~p_~mrt~Zne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  R3es, co. 

5 .5 .  W, ½M~Wn~w,~m+tnw~,~ 5 T n ~ e , ~ m + t n e  ~, 

~pxmyt~ Znw% ¼PxMyT~ Z~ne, ~pxmyt~ Zne~, 

4 (¼p,m,t~ Zse), 3 (¼Pxmyt~ Zsw) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  RZS% 

P a r t  I I .  p .  9 3 .  
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S04 Notices respecting New Books. 

Here Z stands for zenith. 
N . . . .  nadir. 
e, w, n, s, east, west, north, south. 
P M T denote faces, p, m, t, axes. 

And in p. 2 of the first part we find that the subscript indices, 
x, y, z, imply unknown or variable axes. 

The indices representing powers of the quarters of the compass are 
thus explained in p. 24 of Part I. : 

" In Phillips's Mineralogy, p. 174, there is a figure of a crystal of 
Fluorspar, which has 32 vertical planes, the arrangement of which is 
as follows, taking the nw quadrant as an example : 

11 n4w II3W n2w llw llVC 2 IlW 3 n~v 4 w 
M, MT+++, Mrl~+, MWq-, ~¢IT, M + T ,  M ~ T ,  I~,'I.~T, W. 

" The signs +, +, _~+, in all these symbols, indicate the great, 
greater, and greatest distance of the poles of the axes referred to, 
while the figures 2, 3, 4 indicate the great, greater, and greatest 
proximity of the poles to whose symbol they are added." 

I t  would have been more satisfactory to us to have found occasion 
to commend this performance, instead of regretting as we do that so 
much time and labour should have been employed upon a system so 
little inviting in its notation, and affording so small a chance of 
finding readers. *** 

Elements of Chemistry, including the most recent discoveries and ap- 
plications of the Science to Medicine and Pharmacy, and to the 
Arts. By ROBERT KAS~, M.D., M.I{.I .A.,  Professor of Natural 
Philosophy to the Royal Dublin Society, and of Chemistry to tile 
Apothecaries' Hall  of Ireland, &c. Part I. Dublin, 1840, 8vo, 
pp. 356, with 120 wood-cuts. 

The following is an analysis of the first part of this work. 
Introduetion.--Objects, Utility, and Origin of Chemistry. 
Chapter I. OF GRAVITY and CoII~SlVE FORCES AS CHARACTERIZING 

Crt~IICAL SURST~NCEs.--Spccific gravity of Liquids, Gases and Solids. 
Constitution of Matter. Infinite Divisibility. Ultimate Particles of Matter. 
Molecular Constitution. States of Aggregation. Limits of Cohesion. 
Capillarity. Elasticity of' Gases. Correction for Pressure. Liquefaction 
of Gases. Solubility. Phmnmnena of Solution. Formation of Crystals 
by Fusion and Solution. Dimorphism. Crystallization. Primal'), and Se- 
condary Forms of Crystals. Systems of Crystallization. Regular System. 
Hemihedral Forms. Rilombohedral System. Square, Right, and Oblique 
Systems. Doubly Oblique System. Pseudomorphism. Forms modified 
by- Foreign Bodies. Isomurpbism. Goniometers. 

Chapter lI.  ()~ Toe PaorLaTIrS Oe LIOH'r AS CHARACTERIZING CHE- 
MICAL StT~s,rA~cEs.--SimpleRefraetion. Double Refraction. Crystalline 
Systems. Decomposition of Light. Prismatic Colours. Analysis by 
Absorption. Natural Co[ours of Bodies. Polarization of Light. Action 
of Crystallized Bodies on Polarized Light. Crystalline Systems known 
by Polarized l,ight. Macled Crystals. Circular Polarlzatmn. Rotatt c 
Power of Liquids. PlagihedralCrystals. Wave Theory of Light. Inter- 
ference of Light. Phosphorescence. Chemical Agencies of Light. Che- 
mical Rays in the Spectrum. 
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Dr. Kane's Elements of Chemislr 9. 305 

Chapter I I I . ~ 0 r  HEAT coNsm~a~n As CnAaACTERIZZ~m CHEMICAL 
SUBSTANCES. 

Sect. I. Of l~'xpansion.--Repulsive power of heat. Influence of co- 
hesion on expansion. Of the measure of heat. Nature of temperature. 
Construction and use of air-thermometers. Mercurial thermometer, its 
principle of correction. Determination of the standard interval. Con- 
struction of the various thermometric scales. Estimation of tempera- 
tures above the boiling point of mercury. Daniell's pyrometer. Nobili's 
thermo.multiplier. Table of temperatures. Expansion of air. Results 
obtained by Dalton, Gay-Lussae, and Dulong and Petit. Rudberg's cor- 
rection of them. Correction of volumes for change of temperature. De- 
termination of the expansion of liquids. Expansibility of liquids changes 
with the temperature. Determination of the expansion of solids. Ex- 
pansibility of solids increases with the temperature: exceptions to this 
rule. Effects of the expansion of compou-nd metallic bars. Metallic 
thermometer of Breguet. Compound pendulum. 

Sect. II. Of Specific Heat.--Method of mixtures. Process of Dulong 
and Petit. Researches of Lavoisier and Laplace. Calorimeter. Relation 
of specific heat and chemical constitution. Specifie heats of atoms. 
Heat by chemical combination. Determination of the specific heats of 
gases. 

Sect. I[[. Of Liquefaction.--Latent heat. Absorption of heat during 
liquel~action. • Heat evolved in solidifying. Cold by liquefaction. Arti- 
ficial cold produced by frigorific mixtures. Nature of special heat. 

Sect. IV. Of Vaporization.--Latent heat of vap0urs, Vaporization 
accompanied by great increase of volume. Determination of the elasti- 
cities of vapours. Relations of vapours to temperature and pressure. 
Nature of the boiling point. Alterations of the boiling point with the 
superincumbent pressure, and the nature of the vessel. Apparent nnmna- 
lous property of liquids. Sum of latent and sensible heat constant. 
Artificial cold produced by the evaporation of liquids. Spontaneous 
ew~poration. Gases and vapoars offer no resistance to each other's elasti- 
city. Correction for moisture. Hygrometers. Moist bulb-hygrometer. 
Daniell's hygrometer. Analogy of solution to vaporization. Steam as a 
moving power. Similarity of constitution of gases and vapours. Specu- 
lation on the boiling points of the condensed gases. 

Sect. V. Of the Transmi.~sion of Heat through Bodies.--Conduetion of 
heat. Relative conducting power of solids and liquids. Comtnunication 
of heat by gases. Communication of heat by diffusion and radiation. 
Properties of radiant heat. Of the radiating, absorbing, and reflecting 
powers of bodies. Researches of Melloni and Forbes on radiant heat. 
Reflecting power of bodies as determined by Buff: Permeability of bodies 
to heat from sources of different temperatures. Analogy of heat to en- 
Ioured light. Polarization of heat. Relations between the physical con- 
stitutions of heat and light. Change of refrangibilitv of heat, 

Sect. VI. Of the Cooling of Bodies.--Equilibrium o~'temperature. Theory 
of dew and frost. Sources of terrestrial heat. Central beat of the Earth. 

Cfmpter 1V.--Ov ELECTRICITY CONSIDERED AS CHARACTERIZING CHE- 
~IICAL SUBSTAUCES. Nature of electricity. Statical and dynamical elec- 
tricity. 

Sect. I. Of Statical .Electricity.--Electricity produced by friction. 
Conductors and insulators. Relative conducting powers. Velocity of 
motion of electricity. Distribution of electricity. Opposite conditions 
of excitation. Gold-leaf electroscope. Electrical attractions and repulsions. 
Neutralization of opposite electricities. Law of electrical attractions. 
Theories of electricity. Theory of two fluids. Theory of one fluid. 

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 18. No. 117. April 1841, X 
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306 Notices respecting New Books. 

Electrical machines. Theory of the electrical machine. Quadrant elec- 
trometer. Various modes of excitation. Excitation by induction. Theory 
of the prime conductor. Theory of the gold-leaf electroscope. Doublers 
and condensers. Construction and theory of" the Leyden jar. Electro- 
phorus of Volta. Induction an action of contiguous particles. Specific 
inductive capacity. Lateral inductive action. Difference between con- 
ducting and non-conducting bodies. Relation of induction to conduction. 
Other sources of statical excitation. Atmospheric electricity. 

Sect. II. Of Dynamical Eleetrieity.~Magnetic electricity, thermo- 
electricity, chemical electricity, animal electricity. Galvanic electricity. 
Conditions of the generation of a galvanic current. Simple galvanic cir- 
cles. Connexion of galvanic and chemical action. The direction of the 
current determined by the chemical action. Principle of electrotype 
copying. Compound voltaic circles. Theory of the voltaic battery. 
Relation of intensity and quantity. Statical action of the battery. 
Volta's theory of contact. Chemical theory of the battery. Various 
forms of galvanic batteries. Interfering action of common zinc. Amal- 
gamation of zinc plates. Forms of constant batteries by Mullins, Daniell 
and Grove. Relative conducting powers of bodies for voltaic electricity. 
First discovery of galvanism. Various kinds of galvanoscopes. Thermo- 
electrieit 9. Thermo-electrie currents. Production of" cold by electricity. 
Construction of the thermo-multiplier of Nobili. Magnetic electricity. 
Magnetism a form of electricity. Magnetic properties of iron and 
steel. Magnetic attraction and repulsion. Intimate structure of magnets. 
Magnetic properties of a galvanic current. Attraction and repulsion of 
currents. Electro-magnetism. Action of a galvanic current on a maguet. 
Astatic combinations of magnets. Construction of the galvanometer, 
Magneto-electric induction. 

Chapter V.--OF CHr`mCAL Nor~ENcr.ATtrar`.mTable of simple bodies 
and their symbols. General principles of the Lavoisierian nomenclature. 
Construction of the names of simple bodies and primary compounds. 
Construction of the names of various classes of primary compounds. 
Names o f  secondary compounds. Ternary and quaternary compounds. 
Symbolic~il nomenclature. 

Chapter VI.--OF CHEIIICAL AFFINITY, AND ITS RELATIONS TO HEAT, 
TO LI6HT, AND TO CoaEsxoN.--Nature of chemical affinity. Principles of 
elective decomposition as characteristic of chemical affinity. Order of 
elective decomposition. Of douhle decomposition. Of quiescent and di- 
vellent forces. Order of affinity not constant. The power of affinity in- 
fluenced by external modifying causes. Characteristic distinctions be- 
tween affinity and cohesion. Diversity of chemical properties equally a 
cause and an effect of chemical action. Influence of external physical 
agents upan chemical affinity. 1. lnfluence of cohesion. Influence of 
cohesion on the order of chemical decomposition. Mode of arrangement 
of acids and bases which co-exist in solution. Distribution not invariable. 
B. lnj'luence ofela,ticity. Change in the order of decomposition produced 
by cohesion and elasticity. Change in the order of decomposition pro. 
duced by various modifying causes. Relation of affinity to neutralizing 
power. Influence of light on chemical affinity. Photographic drawing. 
Colouring effects of the chemical rays. Interference of the chemical rays. 
Theory of the formation of Daguerreotype images. 

Chapter VI l . - -Or  Tar LIGHT .~ND HEAT DISENGAGED DUalNG CHEMI- 
CAL COMEtNATION.~Nature of combustion. Products of slow combustion. 
Aphlogistie lamp. Action of spongy platina on gaseous mixtures. Con- 
struction, of the platina gas.lamp. Constitution of flame. .Bl°wpp'i e 
Heating effects of flame. Cooling effects of apertures. Construction of the 
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Rogal Society, S07 

safety-lamp. Determination of the quantity of heat evolved in perfect 
combustion. Experiments of Despretz and Hess. Theories of combustion 
proposed by Lavoisier and others. Heat of combination derived fi'om the 
change of specific heat in combustion. 

Chapter  V I I I . - - O F  THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRICITY ON CHEMICAL 
AFriNiTY.--Electro-chemical decomposition. Cbemical affinity is elec- 
trical attraction. Electro-chemical classification. Electro-chemical theories 
proposed by Davy, Ampbre, and Berzelius. Elements evolved not on 
attracting poles, but on the limiting surfaces of the liquid. Internal mo- 
lecular mechanism of electro-chemical decomposition. Phvenomena of 
transfer described. Of electrolysis and electrolytes. Electro-chemical 
equivalents. The chemical voltameter. Molecular arrangement of the 
elements of the generating cell. Theory of galvanism. Origin of the gal- 
vanic current. Compound bodies formed by the current. Agency of weak 
currents in the production of compound bodies, Synthetic action of 
electricity. An electro-chemical theory proposed by the author. Theory 
of the relations of electricity and affinity. Electro-chemical theory pro- 
posed by Becquerel Of the measure of affinity. 

Chapter IX.--O~ THE LAws oF COMBINATmN.--Numerical determi- 
nation of chemical equivalents. Scales of chemical equivalents. Table of 
the equivalents of simple bodies. Double decomposition occurs in equiva- 
lent proportions. Equivalents of compound bodies. Law of multiple 

roportions. Researches of Pronot on the definiteness of composition. 
ethods of determining the equivalent constitution of bodies. Law of 

multiple proportions. Tlleory of volumes. Equivalent volumes of simple 
and of compound bodies. Calculations of the theoretical specific gravities 
of compound vapours. 
Cbapter X.--Or T~E RELATIONS OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION TO THE 

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF BODIES, 
Sect. I. Of the Atomic Theory.--Dalton's theory of combination. Phy- 

sical and chemical atoms. 

L I I I ,  Proceedings of Learned Societies, 
ROYAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 141.] 

Dee. 10, A MEMORANDUM,  addressed to the Royal Society, 
1840. ~Jc  November 28th, 1840, by Martin Barry, M.D., F.R.S. ,  

L. & Ed., was read. 
Dr. Barry, in reference to the memorandum of Mr. Wharton Jones, 

claiming for himself the contemporaneous discovery of the germinal 
spot in the mammiferous ovum, states that, after having bestowed 
considerable pains to ascertain who was the original observer of a 
structure which has proved to be of great importance, he had men- 
tioned incidentally in his paper the result of his inquiry, namely, that 
the merit of the discovery was due to Professor RudolphWagner ; but 
observes that the inquiry may be resumed by all who will take the 
trouble to examine the works, both in German and English, on this 
subject ; and that he will ever be open to conviction, and ready to de- 
clare his change of opinion, on the production of sufficient evidence. 

A communication was also read, entitled " Sul,~plementary Note 
to a Paper, entitled ' Researches in Embryology. Third Series ; 

X g  
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